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We give explicit upper bounds for residues at s=1 of Dedekind zeta functions of
number fields, for |L(1, /)| for nontrivial primitive characters / on ray class groups,
and for relative class numbers of CM fields. We also give explicit lower bounds for
relative class numbers of CM fields (which do not contain any imaginary quadratic
subfield). Most of these bounds stem from a useful lemma which enables us to
easily obtain neat bounds.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L be an algebraic number field. We let ‘L , dL , hL , RL , wL , r1, and
r2 denote the Dedekind zeta function, the absolute value of the discrimi-
nant, the class number, the regulator, the number of roots of unity, and the
number of real and complex places of L, respectively. Let finally
Ress=1(‘L ) denote the residue of ‘L at s=1.
1.1. Absolute Bounds
We will prove:
Theorem 1. Let L be a number field of degree n>1. Then the residue at
s=1 of the Dedekind zeta function ‘L of L satisfies
Ress=1(‘L )\e log dL2(n&1)+
n&1
. (1)
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Therefore, according to the analytic class number formula, we have
hLRL 
wL
2 \
2
?+
r2
\e log dL4(n&1)+
n&1
- dL . (2)
In [Lou4], we have already proved that (1) holds for totally real number
fields. Our upper bound (1) improves upon the best ones we found in the
literature: Siegel proved that
Ress=1(‘L )4 \e log dLc(n&1)+
n&1
where
c=1+
1
2
log ?+
r2
n
log 21+
1
2
log ?+
1
2
log 2<2
(see [Sie1]) and Lavrik and Egorov proved that
Ress=1(‘L )2.23 \1.46n log dL+
n&1
(see [LE]). Finally, (1) improves upon the bounds obtained in [Que1]
and [Que2] (the proofs of which are algebraic) and (2) is more precise and
explicit than the bound quoted in [BS, p. 99].
Theorem 2. Let L be a number field of degree n. Let / be a nontrivial
primitive character on some ray class group for L. Let f/ denote the norm of
the finite part of the conductor of /. We have
|L(1, /)|2 \ e2n log(dL f/)+
n
. (3)
Proof of Theorem 2 stems from Hecke’s integral representation of
L-functions and the inequality (21) we will be using had already been used
in [Br, Proof of Theorem 1], which refers to [Ld2, Proof of Satz 4] (see
also [Lang, Theorem 2, p. 324]). However, since these authors had not
come up with Lemma 9, the best explicit upper bounds on |L(1, /)| they
could have obtained would have been similar to Siegel’s quoted above,
which is slightly worse than (and not as neat as) ours. For example,
Landau only proved that there exists some absolute constant c>0 such
that |L(1, /)|c logn(dL f/) for nontrivial primitive characters on ray class
groups for L (see [Ld2, Satz 5]).
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Let now N be a CM field of degree 2n, and let N+, h&N , and QN # [1, 2]
denote the maximal totally real subfield, the relative class number and the
Hasse unit index of N, respectively (see [Wa]). Let also /=/NN+ and
s [ L(s, /) denote the quadratic character of degree one and the L-function
associated with the quadratic extension NN+. We have ‘N (s)=
‘N+(s) L(s, /), L(1, /)=Ress=1(‘N )Ress=1(‘N+), f/=dNd
2
N+, and
h&N =
QN wN
(2?)n 
dN
dN+
L(1, /). (4)
Applying Theorem 2 to the quadratic character / associated with the
quadratic extension NN+, we obtain
Corollary 3. Let N be a CM field of degree 2n. Then,
h&N 2QN wN - dN dN+ \ e4?n log(dNdN+)+
n
. (5)
Let us point out that (5) is the best general explicit upper bound for
relative class numbers of CM fields we have been able to find in the
literature.
We will also prove the following explicit form of a result of Stark:
Theorem 4. There exists c>0 such that for any normal CM-field N of
degree 2n which does not contain any imaginary quadratic subfield we
have
h&N c
&1 QN wN - dNd N+
\ ?en&1 log d N++
n&1
log dN
. (6)
We may take c=225.
Clearly (5) and (6) imply an explicit BrauerSiegellike result for relative
class numbers of normal CM fields which do not contain any imaginary
quadratic subfield. In fact, the proof of Theorem 4 stems from Proposition
11 which would enable us to mimic easily the proofs in [Lou3] to obtain
a BrauerSiegel theorem for relative class numbers of normal CM fields: if
N ranges over a sequence of normal CM-fields N of degrees nN 2 such
that nN log dN  0, then we have log h&N tlog - dNdN+ .
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1.2. Relative Bounds
We will improve upon Theorem 2, provided that L is fixed and / ranges
over the non-trivial primitive characters on ray class groups for this given
L. We first set some notation. Let L be a number field of degree
n=r1+2r2 . Set
AL =- dL4r2?n,
1L (s)=1 r1(s2) 1 r2(s),
FL (s)=AsL 1L (s) ‘L (s),
*L =Ress=1(FL ),
and
+L =lim
s a 1
1
*L
FL (s)&\ 1s&1&
1
s+ .
In particular, +Q =(2+#&log(4?))2=0.023 ... where #=0.577215 ...
denotes Euler’s constant. We proved
Theorem 5. 1. (See [Lou4] and [Lou5].) Let / be a nontrivial
primitive character on a ray class group for L, and assume that / is
unramified at all the infinite places of L. We have
|L(1, /)|Ress=1(‘L )( 12 log f/+2+L ) .
If f/=1 or f/e2+L then we have the improvement
|L(1, /)|Ress=1(‘L )( 12 log f/ ++L ) .
Here, f/ denotes the norm of the conductor of /.
2. (See [Lou1].) In particular, if / is a primitive even Dirichlet
character modulo f/>1, then
|L(1, /)|
1
2
log f/+
2+#&log(4?)
2

1
2
(log f/+0.05). (7)
The first result we obtained if one allows ramification at some of the real
places of L was the following.
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Proposition 6 (See [Lou2]). If / is a primitive odd Dirichlet character
modulo f/ , then
|L(1, /)|
1
2
log f/+
2+#&log ?
2

1
2
(log f/+1.44). (8)
We will now give the following generalization of Theorem 5 and
Proposition 6 which enables us to improve upon (3) provided that L is
fixed.
Theorem 7. Let L be a given number field of degree n=r1+2r2 . Let
b # [0, ..., r1] be given. Let / range over the nontrivial primitive characters on
ray class groups for L which are ramified at b of the r1 real places of L and
let f/ denote the norm of the finite part of the conductor of such a character
/. We have
|L(1, /)|=O(log f/),
where the constants involved in this bound are effectively computable and
depend on L and b only. More precisely,
1. If b=0, b=1, or b2 is even then there exists fL, b (effectively
computable and which depends on L and b only) such that f/ fL, b implies
|L(1, /)|Ress=1(‘L ) ( 12 log(4
bf/) ++L ) . (9)
2. If b3 is odd then
|L(1, /)|Ress=1(‘L ) \12 log(4b f/) ++L+ +O \
logb&1 f/
f/ + (10)
(where the constants involved in this error term are effectively computable
and depend on L and b only).
We refer the reader to [Lou4] and [Lou5] where we gave explicit upper
bounds on +L Ress=1(‘L ) and developed techniques for computing numeri-
cally +L (for a given totally real number field L). Theorem 7 and (4) enable
us to improve upon (5), provided that N ranges over CM fields with a
given maximal totally real subfield:
Corollary 8. Let L be a given totally real number field of degree n1
and let N range over the CM fields whose maximal totally real subfields N+
are equal to L. Then
h&N =O(- dN log dN ) (11)
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(where the constants involved in this bound are effectively computable and
depend on L only).
1.3. Remarks
Using (2) and explicit lower bounds on regulators of number fields
(e.g., RLwL 0.02 exp(0.46r1+0.1r2) (see [Zim] and [Sko])), we obtain
explicit upper bounds on class numbers. However, these do not improve on
Lenstra’s upper bound for hL (see [Len, Remark on p. 241] and use
Zimmert’s bounds for d [Zim, Korollar, p. 374]).
If we use the PolyaVinogradov bound (for primitive Dirichlet characters)
} :
N
k=M
/(a)}- f/ log f/ ,
then the best bound we can get (for primitive Dirichlet characters) is
|L(1, /)| 12 log f/+log log f/+O(1)
which is not as good an upper bound as are (7) and (8). In fact, to obtain
the bound
|L(1, /)| 12 log f/+1 (12)
for even primitive Dirichlet characters (see [Hua] and note that (12) is a
little worse than (7)), Hua had to come up with an improvement on the
PolyaVinogradov bound and his proof does not apply to odd primitive
Dirichlet characters. The only explicit bound of the type |L(1, /)| 12 log f/
+c for odd primitive Dirichlet characters we have been able to find in the
literature is the one given in [Per, Theorem 2] with c=1+#&log 2=
0.884 ..., a result a little worse than (8)). Of course, it is well known that
by using Burgess’ bounds on character sums one can obtain better bounds
of the type
|L(1, /)|c1 log f/+c2
for primitive Dirichlet characters with c1< 12 (see [Pin]), and these bounds
could be made explicit (see [Gros]). However, it seems that no one ever
gave an explicit form for such a bound for any c1< 12 and that if one tried
to give an explicit value to c2 for c1= 14 (for example), then the value of c2
he would obtain (roughly speaking c2 r100) would be too large to get a
bound of any practical use. For practical purposes it is much better to get
as small as possible a value for c2 with c1= 12 .
Finally, it is well known that if we assume the truth of the generalized
Riemann hypothesis then all our bounds can be greatly improved. For
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example, Littlewood (see [Lit]) proved that if / is a nonprincipal Dirichlet
character to modulus f/ and if L(s, /) has no zeros in R(s)> 12 , then as
f/  ,
|L(1, /)|(1+o(1)) 2e# log log f/ ,
Using [BW] one can easily prove that if n2 is given and if we assume
the truth of the generalized Riemann hypothesis, then
Ress=1(‘L )=O((log log dL )n&1)
(where the constants in this bound depend on n only) whenever L ranges
over the number fields of degree n.
2. THE KEY LEMMA
We will use the following technical lemma to prove Theorems 1, 2, and 4.
Lemma 9. Let ‘ denote the Riemann zeta function and 1 denote the
Euler gamma function, and set
4(s)=s(s&1) ?&s21(s2) ‘(s) and G(s)=
- ?
s
1((s+1)2)
1(s2)
.
Then 4 and G are positive and log 4 and log G are convex on ]0, +[.
Proof. To begin with, the positivity of G(s) for s>0 is clear and the
positivity of 4(s) for s>0 is clear, since (s&1) ‘(s) has no real zero there.
We must prove that (G$G )$ (s)0 and (4$4)$ (s)0 for s>0. For G
the proof stems from the derivation of the infinite product of the Euler
gamma function. It yields (G$G )$ (s)=m0 (&1)m (s+m)&1 and
(G$G )$ (s) =m1 (&1)m&1 (s+m)&20 in the range s # ]0, +[ (see
[Nie, Kapitel 1, Section 5, formulae (12) and (13), p. 16])
As for 4, we note that it is an entire function of order one which satisfies
the functional equation 4(1&s)=4(s). Following [SZ] (where 4 is only
proved to be convex), we set F(s)=4( 12+s). Then, F is an entire function
of order one which satisfies the functional equation F(&s)=F(s), all of
whose zeros \=:+i; satisfy ;{0, & 12:
1
2 , and such that if \ is a zero
of F then its complex conjugate \ is also a zero of F. For any zero \ of F,
set [\]=[\, \ , &\, &\ ]. The infinite Hadamard product of F can be
written as
F(s)=F(0) ‘
[\]
F[\](s) where F[\](s)= ‘
z # [\] \1&
s
z+ .
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Let ;0 denote the least value of the absolute values of the imaginary parts
of the zeros of F. Since
(F $[\] F[\])$ (s)=& :
z # [\]
1
(s&z)2
={
2
;2&s2
(;2+s2)2
2
;2&(s&:)2
(;2+(s&:)2)2
+2
;2&(s+:)2
(;2+(s+:)2)2
if :=0,
if :{0,
then ;2&(s+|:| )20 implies (F $[\]F[\])$ (s)0. Hence, s # [&;0 ,
;0& 12] implies (F $F )$ (s)0 and s # [
1
2&;0 , ;0] implies (4$4)$ (s)0.
Now, for s>1 we have
(4$4)$ (s)=&
1
(s&1)2
+ :
n1
1
(s+2n)2
+ :
p2
ps log2 p
( ps&1)2
(where p ranges over all the primes
&
1
(s&1)2
+ :
n1
1
(s+2n)2
.
In particular, we obtain (4$4)$ (s)0 for s6. Since ;0=14.13 ...6, we
get the desired result.
To make our exposition self contained, we include the following short
proof of ;06 which also appears in [Dav, Formula (11), p. 84]. Setting
S[\](s)= :
z # [\]
1
s&z
={
2s(s2+;2)
2(s&:)
(s&:)2+;2
+
2(s+:)
(s+:)2+;2
if :=0,
if :{0,
and noting that |:|12 yields S[\](12)1(1+;2), we get ;06 from
0.023 } } } =
2+#&log(4?)
2
=
4$
4
(1)=
F $
F \
1
2+= :[\] S[\](12)
1
;20+1
.
The following coarse lower bounds on discriminants of number fields
will be used for proving Theorems 1, 2, and 4.
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Lemma 10. Let L be a number field of degree n=r1+2r21. Then
dL e2(n&1)3e2(n&1)5. Moreover, if n>1 then dL e2n5.
Proof. According to Minkowski’s geometric bounds on discriminants
we have
dL \n
n
n!+
2
\?4+
2r2
un=(nnn!)2 (?4)n.
Now, un+1 un=(?4)((1+ 1n)
n)2 ?4 2
2=? and u1=?4 yield un 14 ?
n, and
we obtain une2(n&1)3 and une2n5 for n2. K
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. Since
1(s)=
1
- ?
2s&11(s2) 1((s+1)2),
using Hecke’s integral representation of Dedekind zeta functions where we
disregard the sum over the integral ideals of L (see [Ld3, Proof of Satz
154]), we get that for any s>1 we have
Ress=1(‘L )?r22s(s&1) d (s&1)2L ?
&ns21 r1+r2(s2) 1 r2((s+1)2) ‘L(s)
(see also [Lang, Chap. 13, Sect. 4, Proof of Theorem 4]). By using
‘L (s)‘n(s) we get
Ress=1(‘L )
d (s&1)2L
(s&1)n&1
g(s)
where
g(s)=s&(r1+r2&1)4n(s) G r2(s)
and 4 and G are as in Lemma 9. Now, we take s=s0=1+(2(n&1)
log dL ) (to get the factor d (s&1)2L (s&1)
n&1 as small as possible). We
obtain
Ress=1(‘L )\ e2(n&1) log dL+
n&1
g(s0).
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According to Lemma 10 we have dL e2(n&1)5, which implies 1s06,
and according to Lemma 9, g is positive and convex on [1, 6]. Therefore,
we get
g(s0)max(g(1), g(6))=max(1, g(6))=1,
and the desired bound (1). Indeed, g(6)=6(2?3189)r1+r 2 (5?4504)r2<1 if
(r1 , r2){(0, 1), and we have the better bound (8) if (r1 , r2)=(0, 1).
Proof of Theorem 2. Set L(s, /)=k1 ak (/) k&s,
A/=- dL f/4r2?n,
1/ (s)=1 a(s2) 1 b((s+1)2) 1 r2(s)=
2r2(s&1)
?r22
1 a+r2(s2) 1 b+r2((s+1)2);
and
F/ (s)=As/ 1/ (s) L(s, /)= :
k1
ak (/) 1/ (s)(kA/)&s
for some a0 and b0 such that a+b=r1 (more precisely, b is the
number of real places of L which divide the infinite part of the conductor
of /). Recall that F is an entire function that satisfies the functional equa-
tion
F/ (1&s)=W/ F/ (s) (13)
for some complex number W/ of absolute value one (a so-called root
number). Let S/=M &1F/ denote the inverse Mellin transform of F/ , i.e.,
S/ (x)=
1
2?i |R(s)=: F/ (s) x
&s ds (x>0 and :>1) (14)
= :
k1
ak (/) H/ (kxA/) (x>0) (15)
where H/=M&11/ denotes the inverse Mellin transform of 1/ , i.e.,
H/ (x)=
1
2?i |R(s)=: 1/ (s) x
&s ds (x>0 and :>0).
Note that H/ (x)>0 for x>0. (According to [Mel], the inverse Mellin
transform M&1 f of a product f => ri=1 fi is equal to the convolution
M1CM2 C } } } CMr of the inverse Mellin transforms M i=M &1f i (where
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M1CM2(x)=0 M1(xt) M2(t) dt), and the convolution of positive func-
tions is positive). Using (13) one can prove
S/ (x)=
W/
x
S/ \1x+ (x>0). (16)
(Shift the line of integration R(s)=:>1 in (14) leftward to the line
R(s)=1&:<0note that since F/ is entire you do not pick up any
residueand use the functional equation (13) to come back to the line of
integration R(s)=:). Now, F/=MM&1F/=MS/ is the Mellin transform
of S/ (use [Mel] or [Rad, Section 27]), i.e.,
F/ (s)=|

0
S/ (x) xs
dx
x
(x>0),
and using (16) we get
F/ (s)=|

1
S/ (x) xs&1 dx+W/ |

1
S/ (x) x&s dx. (17)
Set ‘L (s)=k1 ak k&s,
FL, / (s)=A s/1/ (s) ‘L (s)= :
k1
ak1/ (s)(kA/)&s,
and let SL, /=M&1FL, / denote the inverse Mellin transform of FL, / , i.e.
SL, / (x)=
1
2?i |R(s)=: FL, / (s) x
&s ds (x>0 and :>1) (18)
= :
k1
akH/ (kxA/) (x>0). (19)
Then FL, /=MM&1FL, /=MSL, / is the Mellin transform of SL, / , i.e.,
FL, / (s)=|

0
SL, / (x) xs
dx
x
(x>0). (20)
Since for k1 we have |ak (/)|=|ak (/ )|ak and since H/ (x)>0 for x>0,
using (15) and (19) we get |S/ (x)|=|S/ (x)|SL, / (x) for x>0. For s>1
we obtain from (17)
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A/1/ (1) |L(1, /)|=|F/ (1)|2 |

1
SL, / (x) dx
2 |

1
SL, / (x) xs
dx
x
(since s>1)
2 |

0
SL, / (x) xs
dx
x
=2FL, / (s)2A s/1/ (s) ‘
n(s) (21)
(see also [Lang, Proof of Lemma 4, p. 326]); i.e.,
|L(1, /)|2A/s&1
1/ (s)
1/ (1)
‘n(s)
which, in setting f =dL f/ , we write as
|L(1, /)|2
f (s&1)2
(s&1)n
g(s),
where
g(s)=
1
sa+r2
4n(s) G b+r2(s)
and 4 and G are as in Lemma 9. Now we choose s=s0=1+2nlog f (to
get the factor f (s&1)2(s&1)n as small as possible). We obtain
|L(1, /)|2 \ e2n log (dL f/)+
n
gn(s0).
According to Lemma 10 we have fdL e2n5 if n>1 and f f/2e2n5
if n=1, which implies s06. According to Lemma 9, g is positive and
convex on [1, 6]. Therefore, we get
g(s0)max(g(1), g(6))=max(1, (2?3189)a+r2 (5?4504)b+r2)=1
and the desired bound (3). K
Proof of Theorem 4. To begin with, we will carefully improve the proofs
of [Sta, Lemmas 2 and 5] to prove the following explicit result.
Proposition 11. Let N be a CM field of degree 2n4. Let N+ denote
its maximal totally real subfield and let / denote the quadratic character
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associated with the quadratic extension NN+. Set _0=1+(4 log dN )&1
and let S denote the region given by all s=_+it with 1&(4 log dN )&1_
and |t|(4 log dN )&1. Hence, L(s, /) has at most one complex zero in S.
Such a zero (which must be real if it exists) we denote by ;0 . Set E=1 if
;0 does not exist and E=(1&;0 )(_0&1) if ;0 exists. Set c3=exp(2+ 316)
=8.91 ... . We have
L(1, /)>c&13 E(_0&1) \e log d N+2(n&1) +
&(n&1)
.
Proof. To begin with, we improve several points of the proof of [Sta,
Lemma 2], to which we refer the reader. For convenience, we follow the
case that ;0 does not exist (for in the situation of Theorem 4 we will prove
that in fact ;0 does not exist). According to [Sta, (15) and (8)] we have
for _>1
L$(_, /)
L(_, /)
<&
‘ $N+
‘N+
(_)<
1
_
+
1
_&1
+log AN++
n
2
1 $
1 \
s
2+ (22)
where AN+=- dN+ ?n. Applying the huge displayed formula in [Sta,
p. 138, Proof of Lemma 2] to f (s)=L(s, /), for which (a, b, c)=(0, n, 0)
and :=A2/=dN+ f/ ?
n, and using (22) to bound the factor f $(_0) f (_0)=
L$(_0 , /)L(_0 , /) which appears in this huge formula, for 1__0 we
obtain
L$(_, /)
L(_, /)
log(A/A2N+)+
2
_0&1
+
2
_0
+n
1 $
1 \
_0+1
2 ++n
1 $
1 \
_0
2 +&
n
2
1 $
1 \
_+1
2 +
log(A/A2N+)+
2
_0&1
+
n
_0
+n
1 $
1 \
_0+1
2 ++n
1 $
1 \
_0
2 ++
n
2
#
=log(A/A2N+)+
2
_0&1
+ng(_0)
(for we have assumed n2 and for (1 $1)(_) increases in the range _>0
and (1 $1 )(1)=&#), where we have set
g(_)=
1
_
+
1 $
1 \
_+1
2 ++
1 $
1 \
_
2++
1
2
#.
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Using (1 $1 )$ (s)=n0 (n+s)&2 we obtain g$(_)0 for _>0. Hence,
1__032 implies g(_)g(32)= 143 &
3
2 #&6 log 2=&0.35 ...0 and
L$(_, /)L(_, /)log(A/A2N+)+(2(_0&1)). Hence, we obtain
log L(1, /)=log L(_0 , /)&|
_0
1
L$(_, /)
L(_, /)
d_
log L(_0 , /)&2&(_0&1) log(A/A2N+).
Finally,
(_0&1) log(A/ A2N+)=
_0&1
2
log(d 3N+ f/)&n
3 log ?
2
(_0&1)
=
log(d 3N+ f/)
8 log(d 2N+ f/)
&n
3 log ?
2
(_0&1)

3
16
&n
3 log ?
2
(_0&1),
and we obtain
L(1, /)c&13 E?
3n(_0&1)2L(_0 , /). (23)
Second, we improve on several points of the proof of [Sta, Lemma 5].
According to (22), for _1_0 we have
log L(_0 , /)=log L(_1 , /)&|
_1
_0
L$(_, /)
L(_, /)
d_
log L(_1 , /)&|
_1
_0 \
1
_
+
1
_&1
+log AN++
n
2
1 $
1 \
_
2++ d_.
Since L(_1 , /)>1‘n(_1) (see [Sta, (18)]) and AN+=- dN+ ?n and since
_01 and d (_0&1)2N+ 1, we obtain
L(_0 , /)
_0(_0&1) A_0N+ 1
n(_0 2)
_1(_1&1) A_1N+ 1
n(_1 2)
1
‘n(_1)
=
_0(_0&1)
_1(_1&1)
A1&_1N+ ?
n2
1 n(_12) ‘n(_1)
d (_0&1)2N+ 1
n(_02) ?&n_02
(_0&1) 1 n(_0 2) ?&n_02
(_1&1)n&1d (1&_1)2N+
h(_1)
(24)
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where h(_)=_1&n(_(_&1) ?_2 1(_2) ‘(_))n=_1&n4n(_) (with the nota-
tion of Lemma 9). Now, since (1 $1) (_) increases in the range _>0 and
since (1 $1) ( 12)&log ?=&(#+log(4?)) &3 log ?, we have
1 n(_0 2) ?&n_02=exp \n |
_02
12 \
1 $
1
(_)&log ?+ d_+?&3n(_0&1)2. (25)
Third, using (23), (24), and (25), we obtain
L(1, /)>c&13 E(_0&1)
(_1&1)n&1 d (1&_1)2N+
h(_1)
. (26)
Now, in order to get the factor (_1&1)n&1 d (1&_1)2N+ as large as possible, we
choose _1=1+(2(n&1)log d N+). We obtain
L(1, /)>c&13 E(_0&1) \e log d N+2(n&1) +
&(n&1)
(h(_1))&1.
According to Lemma 10 we have d N+e
2(n&1)3, which implies 1_14.
According to Lemma 9, h is positive and convex on [1, 4]. Hence, we get
h(_1)max(h(1), h(4))=max(1, 4(?230)n)=1 (note that n2). K
Remark. It seems that there is a slight flaw in [Sta, Proof of Lemma
5]. To deduce the second line of [Sta, (19)] from its first line we use _12
to account for the change from c&16 to (2c6)
&1. However, the change from
(:f )&(_1&_0)2 to (:f )&(_1&1)2 is valid only if :f=|Dk| 4&r2 ?&n>1, which
does not always hold true. In our proof, this problem is accounted for by
(25) and to get rid of the extra factor ?&3n(_0&1)2 to get the neat lower
bound (26) we have had to make its inverse ?3n(_0&1)2 crop up in (23).
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 4. In using
[Sta, Lemma 5 and Theorem 3], according to which any real zero in
[1&(4 log dN )&1, 1[ of the L-function s [ L(s, /) associated to a normal
CM-field N must be a zero of some of its imaginary quadratic subfields, we
have E=1 and we get the desired bound (6) with c=8?c3<225, by (4).
Proof of Theorem 7. We stick to the notation set in the section devoted
to the proof of Theorem 2 (definitions of A/ , a, b, 1/ , H/ , ...) and in
Subsection 1.2 (definitions of AL , 1L , FL , ...). To begin with, we prove
Lemma 12. Set
f (s)=
1/ (s)
1/ (1)
As&1/ ‘L (s) \ 1s&1+
1
s+ . (27)
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Let _1<0 and _2>1 be given. There exists c0 such that in the range
_1:_2 and |t|1 we have
A:&1/ | f (:+it)|=O( |t|
c e&?n |t|4). (28)
Moreover, for :>1 we have
|L(1, /)|
1
2?i |R(s)=: f (s) ds. (29)
Proof. Using asymptotic behaviors for 1(s) (see [Rad, Section 21, For-
mulae (21.51) and (21.52)]), we obtain 1/ (:+it)=O( |t| (n:&a&r2)2 e&?n |t|4)
in the ranges _1:_2 and |t|1. Now, according to the Phragmen
Lindelo f Theorem (see [Lang, Chapter 13, Sect. 5]), there exists M0
such that |‘L (:+it)|=O( |t|M) in the same range (for we have
|‘L (_2+it)|‘L (_2)=O(1) and, according to the functional equation
satisfied by ‘L and to the asymptotic behavior of 1(s), we have
‘L (_1+it)=O( |t|n(1&2_1)2) for |t|1). Therefore, (28) follows.
Let us now prove (29). According to (15) and (17), we have
A/1/ (1) L(1, /)=F/ (1)= :
k1
ak (/) |

1
H/ (kxA/) dx
+W/ :
k1
ak (/ ) |

1
H/ (kxA/)
dx
x
. (30)
Now, let B be a positive real number. Since H/ (x)>0 for x>0, then for
:>0
|

1
H/ (Bx) dx=|

1 \
1
2?i |R(s)=: 1/ (s)(Bx)
&s ds+ dx
=
1
2?i |R(s)=: \ |

1
(Bx)&s dx+ 1/ (s) ds
=
1
2?i |R(s)=: 1/ (s) B
&s ds
s&1
is positive. By the same token,
|

1
H/ (Bx)
dx
x
=
1
2?i |R(s)=: 1/ (s) B
&s ds
s
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is positive. Since |ak (/)|=|ak (/ )|ak , where ‘L (s)=k1 akk&s, and
since |W/|=1, we therefore obtain for :>1
A/1/ (1) |L(1, /)| :
k1
1
2?i |R(s)=: ak 1/ (s)(kA/)
&s \ 1s&1+
1
s+ ds
=
1
2?i |R(s)=: A
s
/1/ (s) ‘L (s) \ 1s&1+
1
s+ ds
=
1
2?i |R(s)=: A/ 1/ (1) f (s) ds,
which yields the desired result. K
Let us now prove Theorem 7. Since s=0 and s=1 are the only poles of
FL , both of them being simple and of residues &*L and *L , respectively,
then s=1, s=0, and the odd negative rational integers s=&2m&1 are
the only possible poles of f. Clearly, s=1 is a double pole of f; the
&2m&1 are not poles of f if b=0; s=0 is not a pole of f if b>1; s=0
is a simple pole of f if b=1; and s=0 is a double pole of f if b=0. Now,
we compute the residues of f at three of its possible poles; s=1, 0, and &1.
1. We set B/=A/ AL =- f/ and
1b(s)=
1/
1L
(s)=\1((s+1)2)1(s2) +
b
. (31)
Since (1 $1 )(1)=&# and (1 $1)(12)=&(#+log 4), we obtain
1b(s)
1b(1)
=1+
b log 4
2
(s&1)+O((s&1)2). (32)
Using (32),
1
*L
FL (s)=
1
s&1
+(+L &1)+O(s&1)
and
f (s)=Ress=1(‘L ) Bs&1/
1b(s)
1b(1)
FL (s)
*L \
1
s&1
+
1
s+ ,
we obtain
Ress=1( f )=Ress=1(‘L ) ( 12 log(4
b f/) ++L ). (33)
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2. Second, if b2 then
Ress=0 ( f )=0; (34)
if b=1 then
Ress=0( f )=&
- ?
2 - f/
Ress=1 (‘L )<0; (35)
and if b=0 and f/e2+L then
Ress=0( f )=&
log(- f/ )&+L
- f/
Ress=1(‘L )<0. (36)
3. Third, if b1 there exists some polynomial P(X )=b&1k=0 pk X
k
of degree b&1 with real coefficients such that we have
Ress=&1( f )=B&2/ P(log B/)
=
1
f/
:
b&1
k=0
pk
2k
logk f/=O \log
b&1 f/
f/ + (37)
(where the constants involved in this bound depend on b and the coef-
ficients of the Taylor series expansion of FL (s) at s=&1, hence of FL at
s=2). Its leading coefficient pb&1 is given by
pb&1=(&1)b&1 Ress=1(‘L )
3FL (&1)
2?b2(b&1)! *L
=(&1)n&1
3AL‘L (2)
2?b+r1(b&1)!
.
Hence, pb&1<0 if b2 is even, and
b2 even and f/ large enough imply Ress= &1( f )<0. (38)
Now, according to (28), we can shift the line of integration R(s)=:>1
in (29) leftward to the line R(s)=; # ]&3, &1[. We pick up residues at
s=1, s=0, and s=&1. Since according to (28) we have | f (;+it)|=
A;&1/ g(t) for some g # L
1(R), we have
1
2?i |R(s)=; f (s) ds=O(A
;&1
/ ) (39)
(provided that ; is not a pole of f ), and we obtain
|L(1, /)|Ress=1( f )+Ress=0( f )+Ress=&1( f )+O(A;&1/ ) (40)
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and the desired bounds (9) and (10) by using (33)(38) and (40). To con-
clude, choosing ;=&2 (for explicit formulae for |1(&2+it)|2, |1(&1+i t2)|
2
and |1(&12+i
t
2)|
2 are known) and arguing as in [Lou2] to bound the
integral in (39) would provide explicit bounds. K
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